
 

 

 

 

Preface 

Spatial Cognition is one of the hot fields of current research in cognitive science. 
Scientific disciplines like computer science, cognitive psychology, geography, 
linguistics, or philosophy cooperate in investigating how agents (i.e. humans, ani-
mals, mobile robots, or other intelligent devices) apprehend and process knowl-
edge about their spatial environments, how they act in space, and how they inter-
act and communicate in and about their spatial world.  

This book is an interdisciplinary contribution to the investigation of human 
mental processing of knowledge about geographic space. In cognitive science, 
mental representations of spatial knowledge are metaphorically referred to as cog-
nitive maps. However, investigations in cognitive psychology reveal that the cog-
nitive map metaphor is inadequate, and that more suitable conceptions of human 
geographic knowledge processing are needed. In the present work, the issue is ad-
dressed from an artificial intelligence (AI) perspective. An experimental compu-
tational modeling approach for mental processing is presented. Results from cog-
nitive psychology about human memory and visual mental imagery are combined 
with AI techniques of spatial and diagrammatic knowledge processing. The dia-
grammatic reasoning architecture MIRAGE is developed as a comprehensive con-
ception of human geographic knowledge processing. 

The work is based on the theses that (1) geographic knowledge representations 
in the human mind are constructed on demand, that (2) this construction is based 
on underdetermined knowledge from long-term memory, that (3) this knowledge 
is stored in a fragmentary, hierarchically structured form, and that (4) the resulting 
representation in working memory is a visual mental image.  

MIRAGE is structured according to the psychological distinction of human 
memory in long-term memory and working memory. It uses topological, orienta-
tion, and shape information stored in spatial knowledge fragments in long-term 
memory. The construction of visual mental images in working memory is de-
scribed as starting from the retrieval of pieces of knowledge in long-term memory. 
A working memory representation is then constructed on the basis of the retrieved 
spatial knowledge fragments. Missing spatial information is complemented by 
default knowledge. The representation built up in working memory is used to con-
struct a visual mental image in a visual buffer. This image is inspected to obtain a 
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spatial relation. Complex image construction strategies are developed that provide 
solutions to the problem of representing underdetermined spatial information in a 
quasi-pictorial representation. 

Through the integration of psychological results with AI techniques of visuo-
spatial information processing in a common modeling conception, MIRAGE pro-
vides an essential contribution to the investigation of human spatial knowledge 
processing. This modeling conception is intended to form a basis for ongoing dis-
cussions, for empirical investigations, and for future AI projects. 
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